Calkins Tandem Skew Treader
Seed bed preparation tool

Features:

- May be hitched from either end for forward or reverse operation
- Gangs can be easily adjusted to provide level operation
- Hydraulic lift allows easy transport
- (76)18” cast spider wheels
- Single, double, triple hitch configurations
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- **1100 Series 36’ Hitch**
  - Use to gang three 16’ skew treaders
  - Folds to 8’ width for transporting
  - Pull points and jockey bar kit for hitching three skew treaders
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- **1101 Series 16’ Hitch**
  - Use to gang two 16’ skew treaders
  - 360° Casters
  - With 9.50 x 8 tires
  - Stiff hitch or optional, field convertible, hydraulic hillside control
  - Pull point and jockey bar for hitching two skew treaders

- Heavy torsion bar between gangs is easy to position by simply positioning one bolt to provide the desired angle.
- Position one torsion bar on top of the other to achieve uniform tillage
- Reverse the torsion bars when you reverse the direction of pull. It's that easy.